About This Activity
“Meet the Composer” Scavenger Hunt is a fun way to introduce kids to the great composers. Print the worksheet and then head to the “Hey Kids, Meet the Composer” biographies to hunt for the facts.

Birthplace
Name a composer that was born in Germany? ______________________________

Name a composer that was born in Austria? ________________________________

Name a composer that was born in the United States? ________________________

Family
Which composer had more children than anyone? ___________________________
How many? _________________

Fun Facts
Which composer’s music was performed by 50 musicians on a barge as the king listened from his royal barge? _________________

Which composer’s dad would make him get up out of bed in the middle of the night to practice until morning? ______________________

Which composer is known for being funny? _________________________________

Which composer sometimes forgot to attach his suspenders, only to have to hold his pants up while conducting to keep them from falling down? _________________

Which composer was giving concerts in the courts of Europe with his sister at the age of six? _________________________________

Which composer wrote the music for some of the best movies ever made, including Star Wars, Raiders of the Lost Ark, and Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone? _________________________________
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